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Abstract: When do attitudes towards inequality change? Scholars have examined why publics change
their attitudes regarding support for redistribution (SFR). Yet almost all studies focus on SFR change
from one year to another. We shift focus by conceptualizing SFR change as occurring across birth
cohorts socialized into different cultural zeitgeists. We combine data from 21 waves of cross-national
survey data using the International Social Survey Program and European Social Survey covering
54 countries, 32 years, and over a century of birth years. In many countries, we reach substantially
different conclusions on the nature of SFR change when examining intercohort dynamics. In several
cases, we detect rapidly declining SFR belied by year-to-year stability of attitudes, representing an
important challenge for proponents of egalitarian politics. Additional findings and implications
are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Where, and when, do attitudes towards inequality change? Citizen views about the responsibility
of governments to take active steps to reduce inequality, or support for redistribution (SFR), have been
the subject of interest in a mature line of research (e.g., [1–10]) Such attitudes are potentially
consequential for class-based mobilizations to enact policy change [3,11], can be used to assess
policy responsiveness, or lack thereof, to citizen preferences, can indicate the potential breakdown
of democratic ideals or shifts in power resources [5,12,13], and reflect context-specific norms and
ideals surrounding social solidarity and ideas of justice and fairness [1,14,15]. Scholars have devoted
increasing attention to the assessment of when, where, and why a public’s SFR changes. Approaches
range from a focus on microlevel changes in an individual’s personal financial situation [16], macrolevel
shifts in immigration rates, economic development, or country-level variation of group membership
and social identity [8–10,17], and psychological priming effects that might create fleeting shifts
in cognitive schemas regarding ideas of worthiness and fairness [18–20]. In the current research,
we address a gap in the study of SFR change by conceptualizing it as something that occurs across birth
cohorts. Of course, in related fields of research, changes in values and beliefs from one birth cohort
to the next have been effectively used to reveal subtle dynamics of socialization that are confounded
when examining simple changes over time in a total citizenry [21–24]. Yet aside from Jaeger’s study
of 30 European countries [25] and Olivera’s follow-up research [26], such a cohort-based design has
not been applied to the study of SFR. As we will show, in some country contexts, switching focus to
a cohort-based design highlights substantial intercohort changes in SFR, belied by population-level
stability over time. In this study, we descriptively examine SFR as it changes across birth cohorts within
countries. We create a unique database of 723,698 individuals nested in 54 countries by combining
21 cross-national surveys covering years 1985 to 2017. We then document and describe how SFR
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changes across periods, and across birth cohorts. We exploit the large dataset by examining variation
across welfare regimes [1,27,28], and how the gap in SFR across educational attainment has evolved
across birth cohorts [25,29,30]. This paper has several implications. First, we show that seeming
stability, or growth, of SFR over time occasionally belies substantial contradicting intercohort changes.
Conclusions about where SFR is high, and rising, might depend upon the focus on how attitudinal
change should be measured. Second, we document important heterogeneity of intercohort change in
SFR across welfare regime types. On the one hand, we observe sizable differences in levels of SFR and
educational cleavages across welfare regimes. On the other hand, we often observe greater variation
of SFR across birth cohorts within a single country than across typical levels of SFR across regimes,
which present a challenge to regime-based arguments of publics “locked into” particular views of SFR
by historical legacies. Third, this paper reveals potentially important political challenges for some
countries. Younger cohorts in some countries with seemingly constant trends in SFR, such as the
United States and more educated respondents in East Europe, are becoming increasingly supportive of
SFR, while other countries, such as The Netherlands and Sweden, face a potential youth movement
against the state.

2. Background

2.1. Support for Redistribution

Who supports government efforts to reduce inequality? The answer to this question has resulted
in a mature line of cross-national comparative research that examines country differences in support
for redistribution (SFR). Changes in economic inequality represent perhaps the core social issue faced
by high income countries over the past 45 years [10,31–33]. Cross-national comparative researchers
have long demonstrated the capacity for state policies to reduce inequality levels (e.g., [34–38]).
States can reduce inequality through such practices as progressive taxation, social welfare policies,
decommodifying insurance programs, and robust public employment. While many countries
experience similarly high levels of market inequality, country rankings differ on net inequality, with
some countries, like those in Nordic Europe and France, taking significant action to reduce inequality,
while others, like the US, Canada, and Australia, reduce inequality in small amounts (e.g., [37,38]).

The potential for states to reduce inequality has generated competitive politics surrounding such
state action [10,34,39]. Political factions routinely turn to the state for protective rents to buffer market
forces [10,40]. In democratic societies, public opinion is one such arena of political contestation [3,13].
Given the central importance of inequality to contemporary social trends, understanding variation in
public views towards the state’s responsibility to address inequality is of great scholarly concern.

In this research, we assess SFR at the aggregate, population level [10,11,25]. Understanding
population SFR is important for at least three reasons. First, the examination of aggregate public
opinion can potentially reduce the noisiness involved with individual level attitudinal measures [3,13].
Conceptualizing SFR as a population level characteristic might thus yield improved measurement.
Second, some argue that citizen views on resonant policy questions are occasionally incorporated into
political decision making [3]. Although the robustness of this link is anything but settled [5,12,41],
the notion of policy responsiveness to inequality based on mass citizen views represents a fundamental
tenant of democratic ideals [13]. Third, regardless of its influence on policy responsiveness,
SFR represents important variation across contexts in values and norms held by different publics [42].
Such differences reflect, and are created by, values and norms governed by different historical legacies
and cultural contexts. That is to say, variation of SFR across publics is simply interesting in its own
right [14,17].

The current research pays special descriptive attention to cross-national variation of change over
time in SFR. Recent studies have leveraged SFR change to better understand the nature of citizen
views towards inequality. For example, [17] uses a sophisticated multilevel modeling technique to
document the relationship between change in immigration and change in a variety of welfare attitudes.
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Kenworthy and McCall show the contrast between largely stable levels of welfare spending and
variation in SFR [6]. Similarly, McCall uses General Social Survey data to document long-run trends
in a variety of dimensions of views towards inequality [31]. VanHeuvlen [10] combines data from
multiple surveys to document longitudinal changes in SFR in relation to country-level changes in
economic development, social policy, and inequality.

Understanding the nature of attitudinal change is critical for at least two reasons. First, it allows
for the assessment of the stability of attitudes over time. Some argue that SFR is part of a bundle
of welfare attitudes that become largely locked in by the historical legacy of enacted social welfare
policies (cf. [1]). An assessment of SFR in a dynamic context allows for the direct assessment of
how much SFR becomes “locked in” to a public’s value system via historical institutional contexts.
Second, an assessment of SFR change can illustrate how certain political cleavages evolve over time.
For example, Brooks and Manza [15] demonstrated the partisan attitudinal response to the Great
Recession in the US. Even if SFR levels across different country contexts remain relatively stable—e.g.,
the USA remains largely unsupportive of government action—important changes in who supports
government redistribution may nevertheless occur.

2.2. Intercohort Analysis

While change over time has become increasingly central to SFR research (e.g., [3,5,10,11,17]),
most studies assess SFR change as a process that occurs across years, from one survey wave to
another. While valuable, this approach overlooks a critical alternative method to understand change:
intercohort change. How attitudes, norms, and values change from individuals born in one era to
the next has been widely examined across social science subdisciplines. For example, Pampel and
Hunter [23] demonstrate the decline and stagnation of environmental concern across American birth
cohorts. Shu and Meagher [43] illustrate the benefits of a cohort-based study of gender attitudes in the
United States. Fiel and Zhang examine desegregation trends in relation to grade, period, and cohort
changes in the US educational system [44]. And Biegert constructs a pseudo panel in 20 countries to
examine changes in unemployment in response to welfare benefits [24]. An important general lesson
of these studies is that change over time does not necessarily correspond to change across cohorts.
A focus on the latter can indicate important longitudinal dynamics that are lost when averaging across
birth cohorts in a particular year. In total, these studies highlight the utility of transitioning focus from
a period-based focus to a cohort-based one.

An assessment of SFR in an intercohort perspective might be particularly useful for SFR studies.
For example, in their analysis of environmental attitudes, Pampel and Hunter argue that value systems
tend to get “locked in” early in life, partially due to the broader social contexts and zeitgeist in which
a birth cohort comes of age [23]. Similarly, discussed more below, previous research on SFR connect
it to a country’s basic value systems, institutional contexts, and expectations of responsibilities the
state and individuals have toward one another. Simply put, intercohort change is an intuitive place to
examine how these values and expectations get locked in during formative early years.

While intercohort analysis represents a powerful tool for scholars to understanding dynamic
processes, few studies of SFR place birth cohorts at the center of analysis [25,26]. For example,
Jaeger [25] uses a panel of 30 European countries from years 2000–2010, finding that birth cohorts
respond to both inequality change and economic growth. Olivera [26] similarly uses a sample of
European countries, finding that cohorts tend to have higher SFR in response to higher inequality.
However, in each case, cohort trends were primarily a tool for assessing the influence of changes
in country-level variables on changes in SFR. Critically, cohort-level SFR were demeaned. Thus,
time-invariant variation of SFR levels across cohorts were effectively controlled away, leaving analytical
focus on within-cohort change in SFR across time to be modeled against country-level changes in
macrolevel variables. This is an effective and ingenious approach to identify macrolevel causes of SFR
change, but it does not address our primary interest. We are not aware of other cross-national cohort
based studies of SFR beyond these. In the current research, we extend these studies by providing a
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critical descriptive understanding of intercohort change, expanding the years in the sample by 22 years,
and expanding the countries in the sample beyond Europe.

We place primary focus on descriptive trends across birth cohorts, and do so for two reasons.
First, few have examined SFR across birth cohorts. There is little knowledge of where, and when,
birth cohorts become more or less supportive of government action towards inequality. Simply put,
descriptive information across a large number of countries provides an important foundational set
of knowledge of SFR dynamics hitherto ignored. Second, descriptive information often provides
an important base for substantive understanding of SFR change. For example, McCall paid special
attention to extensively documenting the descriptive information of change over time in inequality
attitudes [31]. Lupu and Pontusson [11] create a unique dataset of macrolevel observations of SFR
and then plot descriptive associations against a small set of macrolevel characteristics. Descriptive
visualization of SFR trends can provide a useful substantive understanding of variation in levels of
SFR which might not be apparent from the coefficients of multilevel regression models.

2.3. Welfare Regimes and SFR

We focus on two grouping characteristics to examine SFR as it changes along birth cohorts.
First, welfare regimes, originally categorized by Esping-Andersen [27], have provided a foundational
macrolevel theory for cross-national SFR studies over the past two decades [1–3,10,28,45,46]. Such a
focus begins from the idea that welfare state regimes represent the crystallization of long-run historical
power struggles over control of economic and social resources [39]. State policies and institutional
arrangements thus reflect the victories of many previous power struggles, and these long-run
historical processes help establish path dependent norms, values, and expectations of citizens, both
in terms of the responsibility that states have towards citizens, and of the responsibilities citizens
have towards one another [14]. For example, universalist social welfare policies reflect and solidify
social solidarity, leading to higher support, while regimes tolerant to high inequality can undermine
support through the creation of economic cleavages between the top and the bottom of the income
distribution [4]. Some argue that welfare regime historical origins are intimately tied to dominant
religious organizations of countries, and thus state policies and institutions are intimately connected to
widely shared norms, values, and interpersonal expectations [42,47,48].

SFR may vary across regimes due to basic differences in social policies and institutional
arrangements [27,46,49]. Liberal regimes are defined by residual social welfare policies, a privileging
of market processes over state intervention, a greater tolerance of inequality, and means tested social
insurance programs. Conservative regimes on continental Europe tend to have more generous social
welfare programs and insurance systems than Liberal regimes. However, Conservative regimes
are largely defined by insider–outsider employment cleavages and an emphasis on traditional
gender systems. The Social Democratic regime has broad and generous social welfare policies and
cradle-to-grave insurance systems, robust public employment, and low inequality. Four additional
regimes are frequently used for countries in more peripheral economic and social positions.
Mediterranean regimes tend to have generous social welfare policies, an emphasis on familialism,
and strong Catholic legacies. East European countries are defined by a late and forcible shock
into the global capitalistic system and a strong communist legacy. Central and South American
countries have relatively low levels of generosity and somewhat regressive redistributive social
policies [50]. East Asian countries have heterogeneous social policies, but many countries, such as
Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan, experienced simultaneously, economic growth and equity, and thus
effectively developed generous and universal welfare states [51].

Some argue that SFR varies across these regimes, as public attitudes and tolerances regarding
inequality tend to be path dependent and locked in by context specific histories and political legacies.
Therefore, SFR should be lower in Liberal countries and higher in Social Democratic ones, for example.
These expectations are based on the fact that contemporary policy bundles reflect deeply held values,
and that the effective reduction of inequality might create perceptions of state efficacy, thus bolstering
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and expanding support [10]. We assess these general expectations for differences in SFR levels, but
also assess trends over time, and across birth cohorts, within regimes. There exists little theoretical
development for an anticipation of variation of trends across regimes. We therefore address this
topic inductively.

Of course, the strength of regime-based variation of SFR has been called into question [10,28,52].
Some argue that these groupings are overly blunt and mask substantial within-regime heterogeneity.
Still others note that regime categories mask changes within countries in policies, institutional
arrangements, and citizen views [53]. We keep these criticisms in mind when examining results
below. Nevertheless, given its foundational place in cross-national SFR research, welfare regimes
present a logical starting point to examine intercohort trends.1

2.4. Educational Attainment

Many have examined SFR in relation to educational attainment, doing so based on two potentially
salient dimensions of education.2 First, education tends to associate with class standing, and so
individuals might perceive the potential personal costs and benefits of redistribution differently based
on their level of educational attainment [54]. Over the past several decades, highly educated individuals
have tended to be the economic beneficiaries of the upswing of inequality [33], as the premiums paid
to a college degree have risen rapidly, and technologically-induced wage attainment has privileged
those with the abstract knowledge sets and skills to effectively use information and communication
technology and manage increasingly complex organization. Similarly, individuals with less educational
attainment tend to be in a more economically volatile situation and may have fewer lucrative skills
to offer in the labor market. Some find that more educated individuals tend to have lower SFR
(e.g., [30,55]). Insofar as the contemporary era of high inequality associates with greater potential
payoff to more educated individuals, one might anticipate a growing education-based cleavage
among younger birth cohorts. Simply put, from a rational self-interested perspective, higher educated
individuals might be less supportive of government redistribution than less educated individuals.3

Second, educational attainment does not only reflect economic opportunity. This point is made
clear by recent research in the United States on racial inequality. Wodtke [56], for example, shows
that greater verbal skill is positively associated with more tolerant racial views. Others have similarly
found that in the US context, greater educational attainment is associated with more tolerant views
towards racial minorities (e.g., [57,58]). Similarly, economic inequality is complex, and involves an
understanding of the relative levels of market and net inequality, government policy effectiveness in
reducing inequality, and the downstream and contextual harms that inequality can yield (e.g., [38]).
The necessary mastery of understanding complex systems, systems of benefits and consequences, and
the nature of how actually existing inequality came to be might be better understood by more highly
educated individuals. Thus, more educated individuals in more recent birth cohorts might have a
better grasp on the full set of consequences of their economic system and thus have higher SFR. Finally,
some find that education influences individual value systems through socialization processes [59,60],
creating durable and deeply held differences in value systems that persist across the life course.

1 Another benefit of regime-based analyses is that regimes provide time-invariant country groups. A shift to the study
of intercohort SFR change introduces important challenges in country-level measurement. For example, consider a
college-educated individual born in 1940 who offers their view on SFR in 1995. At what time point should the country-level
variable be measured? Any of 1940 (year of birth), 1962 (approximate year of labor market entry), or 1995 (date of survey
administration) seem reasonable decisions. Future work is needed to determine the optimal method of measurement.

2 Of course, educational attainment is not the only characteristic that might be of interest for an intercohort analysis. We focus
on it primarily because it is a durable indicator of socioeconomic status and has been widely examined in previous SFR
research. We hope that future research extends our focus to other important microlevel characteristics.

3 Education is a particularly useful indicator of social class for the current study. With some exception, educational attainment
tends to be fairly stable across the adult life course, unlike income or employment. We can therefore examine cohort
differences by educational attainment without concern that different individuals may be in different groups based on the
year of survey administration.
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3. Data and Methods

We construct a unique dataset from 21 cross-national surveys to examine support for redistribution:
eight waves of the European Social Survey (ESS) and 13 waves of the International Social Survey
Programme (ISSP). ESS data come from the 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016 waves.
ISSP data come from the 1985, 1987, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1996, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2006, 2009, and
2010 waves. This combination of data sources is motivated by Lupu and Pontusson [11] and extends
the data management approach of VanHeuvelen [10], who similarly combine ISSP and ESS sources to
create an extensive set of cross-national SFR measurements.

3.1. Dependent Variable

We measure support for redistribution using three survey items. ESS respondents are asked,
“Please say to what extent you agree or disagree with each of the following statements: The government
should take measures to reduce differences in income levels.” ISSP respondents are asked one of
the following questions across surveys: “How much do you agree or disagree with each of these
statements... It is the responsibility of the government to reduce the differences in income between
people with high incomes and those with low incomes” (ISSP-1) and “On the whole, do you think
it should be or should not be the government’s responsibility to reduce income differences between
the rich and poor” (ISSP-2). Item answers are ordinal, ranging from strongly agreeing to strongly
disagreeing. We recode these items to differentiate agreement. Agree and strongly agree for ISSP-1
and ESS and definitely should and probably should for ISSP-2 are coded as agreement (one), while
neither, disagree, strongly disagree, and do not know for ISSP-1 and ESS, and probably not, definitely
should not, cannot choose, and do not know for ISSP-2 are coded as zero. We create a binary variable
to minimize bias stemming from unobserved cultural answering tendencies [17]. VanHeuvelen
showed that ISSP-2 question wording tends to result in higher SFR compared to other questions [10].
We therefore replicated all results using just ESS and ISSP-1 questions, but reach the same substantive
conclusions. Our measure of SFR thus indicates the percentage of a group that affirms that the state
should take action to reduce income inequality.

3.2. Key Independent Variables

Our main independent variable of interest is a respondent’s birth cohort. We collect information on
the respondent’s age and the year of the country-specific survey administration to create a measurement
of the respondent’s year of birth. Following similar cohort studies [4,46], we group respondents
into six-year birth cohorts:4 (1) 1900–1904 (2) 1905–1909 (3) 1910–1914 (4) 1915–1919 (5) 1920–1924
(6) 1925–1929 (7) 1930–1934 (8) 1935–1939 (9) 1940–1944 (10) 1945–1949 (11) 1950–1954 (12) 1955–1959
(13) 1960–1964 (14) 1965–1969 (15) 1970–1974 (16) 1975–1979 (17) 1980–1984 (18) 1985–1989
(19) 1990–1994 (20) 1995–2001.

We also examine cohort change across groups defined by educational attainment. Specifically,
we measure whether a respondent has completed tertiary educational attainment (approximately
corresponding to 1997 ISCED education codes 5A and 6).5

In total, our cohort-based design yields 40 cohort-education cells (20 birth cohorts, two education
categories). We compute weighted mean SFR levels in these cells separately in each survey wave,
in each country.

4 Early and later cohorts include longer bands to account for small sample sizes.
5 We make survey- and country-specific adjustments to be approximate a uniform measurement of tertiary educational attainment.
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We also examine cohort trends across countries grouped by welfare regime: Liberal, Conservative,
Nordic, Mediterranean, and East European. We also examine South/Central American and Asian
countries separately.6 Countries included in each regime are listed in footnote 1 of Table 1.7

Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Mean SD Min Max

Liberal regime 1

Support for redistribution (SFR) 0.57 0 1
Year 2000.31 8.78 1985 2017

Birth year 1952.86 18.78 1900 2001
Has tertiary degree 0.20 0 1

n = 114,189

Conservative regime

SFR 0.68 0 1
Year 2004.46 8.08 1985 2016

Birth year 1957.29 18.96 1900 2001
Has tertiary degree 0.18 0 1

n = 186,622

Nordic regime

SFR 0.62 0 1
Year 2005.99 6.69 1987 2016

Birth year 1959.06 18.49 1905 2001
Has tertiary degree 0.25 0 1

n = 92,595

Mediterranean regime

SFR 0.81 0 1
Year 2003.87 6.96 1985 2013

Birth year 1956.80 18.86 1903 1998
Has tertiary degree 0.13 0 1

n = 74,607

East European regime

SFR 0.75 0 1
Year 2005.00 7.62 1987 2017

Birth year 1958.54 18.84 1900 2001
Has tertiary degree 0.16 0 1

n = 200,083

Central/South America

SFR 0.74 0 1
Year 2005.68 4.28 1998 2011

Birth year 1962.68 17.61 1906 1993
Has tertiary degree 0.09 0 1

n = 19,356

Asia

SFR 0.62 0 1
Year 2003.31 6.39 1991 2010

Birth year 1959.52 17.17 1902 1994
Has tertiary degree 0.16 0 1

n = 36,246
1 Liberal regime countries: Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, United Kingdom, and United States.
Conservative countries: Austria, Belgium, France, (West/East) Germany, Israel, Luxembourg, The Netherlands,
Switzerland. Nordic countries: Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden. Mediterranean countries: Cyprus,
Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain. East European countries: Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey, Ukraine, and Kosovo.
Central/South America countries: Argentina, Chile, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Uruguay, and Venezuela. Asia:
China, Japan, Philippines, South Korea, and Taiwan.

6 We do not have strong theoretical expectations for how SFR should vary across these regions. We thus examine
them inductively.

7 A benefit of welfare regimes is that they are time invariant. We can thus measure cohort change in a similar grouping across
individuals born decades apart. Other country-level variables, such as GDP per capita, introduce difficulties in comparison.
For example, Poland cohorts are difficult to classify, as younger cohorts were born into a high income country, and older
cohorts were born into a lower-middle income country.
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Table 1 includes descriptive statistics for our project. In general, publics tend to have high SFR,
as the mean SFR ranges from 0.57 in Liberal regimes to 0.81 in Mediterranean regimes. The typical
respondent in our sample was born in the mid to late 1950s across each regime, and the typical survey
administration year was in the early 2000s. Between 9% (Central/South America) and 25% (Nordic
countries) of respondents report having a tertiary educational degree.

3.3. Methods

As noted earlier, because little knowledge of intercohort SFR change in a cross-national perspective
currently exists, we restrict focus to descriptive analyses. We present mean differences across cohorts
and regimes. We also visualize nonlinear associations across years and across cohorts using locally
weighted regression (LOWESS) lines. Briefly, LOWESS regression lines visualize a nonlinear association
between two variables. This method involves rolling bivariate regressions along values of the
independent variable where values of the independent variable are more highly weighted, allowing
for an assessment of nonlinear changes of an outcome (SFR) across values of an independent variable
(e.g., birth cohort).

We also examine our regime-by-education-by-cohort results using age-period-cohort multilevel
models. Briefly, we replicate the logic of Nawrotzki and Pampel [61] and use a mixed-model in which
individual data are nested within a cross-classification of years and five-year age groupings. We use
these cross-classified multilevel models and compare them to a standard three-level regression model of
individuals nested in country-years nested in countries. In each model, we control for the respondent’s
sex, marital status (married, separated/divorce, widowed, or never married), employment status
(employed or not), whether the respondent is a member of a labor union, the respondent’s relative
household income,8 and country fixed-effects.9 We estimate these regression models separately
by welfare regime, which mimics a full interaction of all individual level variables with a regime
categorical variable.

4. Results

4.1. Descriptive Country Trends

What is gained by reconceptualizing SFR as changing across birth cohorts? Figure 1 shows locally
weighted regression (LOWESS) lines that track the nonlinear relationship between either year (top axis)
or birth cohort (bottom) axis in relation to mean SFR. While we examined trends across all countries
in our sample, we restrict focus to 21 in Figure 1. We include three countries from each of the seven
regime types used in our sample. Rows correspond to the grouping categories (from top, Liberal,
Conservative, Nordic, Mediterranean, East European, Central/South America, and East Asia).

Of the many patterns notable across these descriptive associations, we highlight two. First,
sometimes cohort and time trends largely mirror one another. With some slight variation, Irish SFR has
declined from around 0.8 to around 0.75. Similarly, French SFR has remained largely constant across
time and across cohorts. We observe similarity in Mediterranean countries like Spain, and East Asian
countries like Japan and the Philippines. Simply put, in some country contexts, an assessment of SFR
across years or across birth cohorts yields little substantive differences in one’s general conclusions
regarding SFR change.

8 This measure is the country-specific standardized measure of income, with a mean of zero. Missing values are imputed at
zero and a binary indicator indicates respondents with missing income values.

9 We use a linear probability modeling strategy in both cases to ease the complexity of estimating cross-classified
regression models.
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Second, trends do not always align. Consider the divergent trends in the United States.
Assessment of SFR across years shows stable and low SFR from the mid-1980s to around the financial
crisis of 2008, followed by a sharp decline. From this perspective, contemporary America is unique,
compared to the countries visualized in Figure 1, in its contemporary decline of SFR. However,
assessment of change across birth cohorts reveals a u-shaped pattern. Cohorts born between 1900
and 1940 were less supportive of redistribution, with SFR changing from approximately 0.4 to 0.35.10

Around 1940 was an inflection point. SFR has increased across birth cohorts, so that those born in
the 1980s express the highest levels of support. Importantly, opposite trends emerge in many Nordic
countries. In Sweden, for example, SFR rose form about 0.475 to 0.65 between 1990 and 2005, and SFR
has remained relatively constant since. In contrast, young cohorts in Sweden born after 1960 express
increasingly unsupportive views towards redistribution, with changes declining from approximately
from 0.68 to 0.5. Similar contrasting trends can be observed in Finland and Iceland.

4.2. Welfare Regime Variation, by Cohort and Year

We next assess the extent of variation of SFR across four key dimensions: between-country
differences, between-regime differences, SFR variation within countries across years, and across birth
cohorts. Table 2 shows results.11

Table 2. Range of mean support for distribution by regime.

Regime Mean SD Min Max Max-Min

Liberal 0.573

Mean country SFR 0.551 0.144 0.357 0.736 0.379
Within country year SFR range 0.239 0.029 0.196 0.271 0.075
Within country birth cohort SFR range 0.278 0.140 0.108 0.529 0.422

Conservative 0.672

Mean country SFR 0.698 0.079 0.584 0.797 0.213
Within country year SFR range 0.235 0.141 0.070 0.517 0.447
Within country birth cohort SFR range 0.207 0.071 0.125 0.364 0.239

Social Democratic 0.619

Mean country SFR 0.631 0.121 0.436 0.737 0.301
Within country year SFR range 0.159 0.082 0.057 0.268 0.211
Within country birth cohort SFR range 0.298 0.058 0.235 0.369 0.134

Mediterranean 0.811

Mean country SFR 0.814 0.071 0.713 0.888 0.175
Within country year SFR range 0.190 0.111 0.098 0.361 0.263
Within country birth cohort SFR range 0.172 0.058 0.096 0.254 0.158

East European 0.746

Mean country SFR 0.756 0.076 0.576 0.850 0.274
Within country year SFR range 0.218 0.130 0.046 0.544 0.498
Within country birth cohort SFR range 0.341 0.222 0.108 0.875 0.768

Central/South America 0.735

Mean country SFR 0.716 0.072 0.633 0.787 0.154
Within country year SFR range 0.147 0.198 0.023 0.389 0.366
Within country birth cohort SFR range 0.280 0.140 0.263 0.300 0.037

East Asia 0.586

Mean country SFR 0.627 0.128 0.501 0.744 0.243
Within country year SFR range 0.181 0.183 0.034 0.312 0.278
Within country birth cohort SFR range 0.430 0.200 0.326 0.530 0.204

Range of regime-mean SFR 0.238

Total sample: Mean country SFR 0.691 0.127 0.357 0.888 0.530787
Total sample: Within country year SFR range 0.220 0.111 0.046 0.544 0.498074
Total sample: Within country year SFR range 0.265 0.151 0.096 0.875 0.779352

10 This decline is 9% the magnitude of the maximum between-country difference in mean-SFR, discussed below.
11 In these results, we restrict samples to countries with four or more observations to compare cohort and year changes.
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Of the many patterns observable in Table 2, we highlight six. Our first two points refer to the
total sample. First, there is significant variation of views towards redistribution across countries.
Some countries, such as the USA (0.36) and New Zealand (0.50), have low SFR, while other, Portugal
(0.89), Greece (0.87), and Hungary (0.81) have very high support. The maximum range of typical
SFR across countries is 0.531. Yet the US is an outlier in the sample with a particularly low SFR, and
so a more reasonable anchoring range is about 0.4, between New Zealand and Portugal. Second,
we observe significant variation within countries across years and across cohorts. The average range of
SFR within a country across year observations is 0.21, and the average range of SFR within a country
across cohorts is 0.271. Put differently, the typical country has experienced about half the spread of
SFR across birth cohorts as exists across countries in the sample.

Our next point refers to the relative size of year-to-year change compared to the cohort-to-cohort
change in SFR. We generally find that the magnitude of difference across birth cohorts is greater than
the magnitude of change across years. For the total sample, the average difference across cohorts is 27%
larger than the average difference across years. The minimum intercohort change (0.096) is twice the
magnitude of the minimum year change (0.046), and the maximum intercohort change (0.875) is about
60% greater than the maximum year change (0.544). Simply put, our findings suggest that intercohort
analyses may yield greater leverage for understanding SFR change than analysis across survey waves.

Fourth, we turn to comparisons within welfare regimes. We observe expected variation of levels
of SFR across regimes: Liberal countries have the lowest average SFR, while Mediterranean countries
have the highest. However, in Liberal, Social Democratic, and East European regimes, we observe
greater variation of country average SFR within regimes than we observe on average across all regimes.
For example, the range of SFR within the Nordic regime is 0.3, while the range of regime SFR is 0.24.
Our results thus reflect the tentative conclusions of previous cross-national SFR research: regime-based
analyses reveal expected differences, but these differences are somewhat minor and co-reside along
substantial heterogeneity (e.g., [28]).

Fifth, how do interyear and intercochort changes in SFR compare across welfare regimes?
In Liberal, Social Democratic, East European, Central/South American, and East Asian countries,
we observe larger average variation of SFR across cohorts than across years. Mean cohort changes
are 16% larger in Liberal regimes, 56% in East European regimes, and 87% in Social Democratic
regimes. In Conservative and Mediterranean regimes, the magnitudes are roughly equivalent,
as year changes are 13.5% larger in Conservative regimes and 12% larger in Mediterranean regimes.
Overall, these findings point to Liberal, Social Democratic, and East European regimes as locations of
particularly large intercohort changes in SFR, relative to year changes.

Finally, we compare the magnitude of within-country intercohort changes to variation of country
averages within regimes. Simply put, in nearly all cases, we observe as much or more variation of SFR
across birth cohorts in a single country than we observe variation across countries in a single regime.
The only exception is Liberal regimes. However, the differences across countries is slightly exaggerated
due to the particularly low level of SFR in the United States. Similarly, the typical variation across
cohorts within a single country is greater than the typical variation of SFR across regimes. In total,
these results highlight the importance of dynamic variation of SFR across generations within a single
country. There is typically as much, if not more, variation in attitudes towards redistribution across
older and younger Swedes, for example, than there is between Liberal and Social Democratic residents.

4.3. Education Cohort Trends

The following results examine changes in SFR across individuals with more and less educational
attainment. To assess the utility of assessing SFR across cohorts, we first visualize locally weighted
regression (LOWESS) line across samples by year. Figure 2 shows results for all countries in the
sample, and Figure 3 shows results separately by welfare regime. Figure 2 shows slight but observable
convergence of SFR across educational levels. Less educated individuals have higher SFR, with gaps
across years ranging from about 0.08 to 0.12. SFR was relatively low and stable between the mid-1980s
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and early 1990s. SFR rose considerably between around 1995 and 2010 (0.47 to 0.64 for highly educated
respondents) and has subsequently declined, from about 0.65 to 0.6 for highly educated respondents,
and 0.75 to about 0.72 for less educated respondents. Notably, the education gap remained relatively
constant from 2000 onward.
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by education, by welfare regime.

Figure 3 shows SFR trends separately by welfare regime. We observe SFR to have substantially
risen in Liberal regimes from the 1990s onwards, with little convergence between education levels.
Similarly, SFR rose over time among Conservative regimes, with a slight convergence across
educational levels due to the more rapid growth of more highly educated respondents. In Nordic
countries, SFR of less educated respondents remained relatively stable until recent years, in which it
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grew, and we observe a rapid and growing level of WFR among Nordic highly educated respondents.
Mediterranean SFR follows a u-shaped pattern across educational groups, with convergence between
less and more educated respondents in the most recent years, while East European SFR grew rapidly
over time until recent years, in which SFR has declined substantially for both more and less educated
individuals.12 We observe little difference across educational attainment level in East Asian countries.
SFR has risen substantially in East Asian countries, from approximately 0.4 to 0.65. Central and South
American countries went through a u-shaped pattern in SFR, but remained at relatively high levels of
around 0.6 to 0.7.

In total, results from Figures 2 and 3 suggest a few general trends for SFR. First, we observe a
consistent cap in Liberal, Conservative, and East European regimes, convergence in the most recent
years in Nordic and Mediterranean regimes, and little educational difference in East Asia. Second,
with the exception of recent years in East Europe, we generally observe rising SFR among more and
less educated individuals over time. In total, an assessment of educational differences in SFR across
yearly samples of counties suggests rising SFR across education groups, and a sizable education gap in
most years and regimes, with less educated respondents more supportive.

We now turn attention to intercohort change in SFR, presented in Figures 4 and 5. These figures
present locally weighted regression (LOWESS) lines plotting cohort-specific mean SFR by birth cohort,
with means computed separately between those with a tertiary degree or more, and those with less
than a tertiary degree. The solid line represents more educated, and the dashed line, less educated,
cohort trends. Figure 4 shows trends for the entire sample, while Figure 5 shows trends separately by
regime type.

Figure 4 clearly shows a convergence in SFR across educational attainment in more recent cohorts.
This convergence is driven by the increase in SFR among more educated individuals and the stability
of SFR among less educated individuals. For cohorts born between 1900 and 1934, SFR increased at
similar magnitudes for both more and less educated individuals, by around 0.15. Yet a consistent gap
of roughly 0.1 remained between individuals at different education levels. For cohorts born after 1935,
SFR for less educated individuals declined modestly, while SFR for more educated respondents born
in 1970 and onward has steadily increased, from about 0.6 to 0.7. Among the youngest birth cohorts,
there is little difference in SFR between more and less educated individuals.Societies 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  14 of 24 
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12 It is important to note that Eastern Europe is a widely heterogeneous set of countries. Some of these results might be due to
the combination of different trajectories into a single category. Future work that focuses specifically on the heterogeneity of
East Europe is needed.
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Figure 5 replicates the LOWESS regression lines separately by welfare regime. We observe
significant heterogeneity across regimes in the intercohort trends of SFR by educational attainment.
In the Liberal regime, SFR rose and stabilized across less educated individuals and declined slightly
among more educated individuals. Then, SFR has increased rapidly among more educated individuals
in younger cohorts, so that more educated individuals in the youngest cohorts have slightly higher SFR
than less educated individuals. Among Conservative regime countries, more educated individuals in
older cohorts increased in SFR more rapidly than their less educated counterparts, so that the education
gap shrunk from about 0.2 to 0.1. Since then, cohorts have changed little in SFR, and the education gap
has remained. Nordic country intercohort trends differ markedly from year trends. SFR among more
educated individuals has fluctuated around a level of 0.55 for all birth cohorts, while SFR has collapsed
among more recently born cohorts. As with Liberal regime countries, SFR has converged among
Nordic countries, but in contrast to Liberal regimes, convergence has occurred through declining
SFR of less educated individuals, not rising SFR of more educated individuals. In Mediterranean
countries, SFR among less educated individuals remained relatively high and constant across birth
cohorts, while SFR for more educated individuals has followed a u-shaped pattern. We observe
convergence in SFR among younger and older Mediterranean cohorts. In East European countries,
SFR rose then declined among less educated individuals, while it rose, declined, and rose again among
more educated individuals. As with those in the Liberal regime, more educated individuals in East
European countries in the youngest cohorts have higher SFR than less educated individuals in the
youngest cohort.
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Figure 5. Locally weighted (LOWESS) regression lines, support for redistribution (SFR) against birth
cohort, by education, by welfare regime.

Across these patterns, a few general trends are notable. First, SFR has remained stable or declined
among less educated individuals in all regimes except the Liberal regime and East Asian countries.
Second, trends over time do not capture many of the dynamics that occur across cohorts. We observe
convergence in SFR across educational attainment levels in all regimes except the Conservative regime.
Third, significant variation of trends occurs across regimes. Perhaps most notable is the rapid decline
of SFR among Nordic countries. On the one hand, this collapse might signal a changing meaning of
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SFR questions among Nordic countries, which have taken some of the most effective and expansive
action against market-led inequality growth. Results might signify that standard question wording
of SFR might not appropriately apply in low inequality regimes. On the other hand, if results reflect
true attitudinal changes among younger cohorts, then these changes might signify future potential
political struggles for political actors hoping to maintain the robust welfare systems of Nordic countries.
These results also challenge implications in Figure 2 of broadly supportive publics and consistently
detectable education gaps.

Are these results driven by age differences across sampled cohorts? Perhaps educational groups
differ little among younger ages, but cohorts are sampled at different mean ages. To partially account
for this possibility, we replicate Figures 2 and 4 in Figure 6, estimating separate LOWESS lines among
older aged individuals (aged 55 and older) and younger aged individuals (aged 35 and younger).
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Figure 6. Locally weighted (LOWESS) regression lines, support for redistribution (SFR) against year
(left panel) and birth cohort (right panel), by age.

Overall, patterns presented in Figure 6 do not suggest that our results are confounded by age
differences. Among younger respondents across cohorts (left panel), we observe a convergence of
SFR from about 0.13 (1950–1954) to 0.03 (1995–2001), driven primarily by the rapid increase in SFR
among more educated respondents. In contrast, in our yearly sample (right panel), we observe a
slight convergence of SFR among younger individuals from years 2012 onward, with the education
gap changing from approximately 0.08 to 0.04. We also observe a convergence in SFR among
older individuals over time, from about 0.15 in 1990 to 0.075 in 2012. Again, we highlight the
contrasting results across these methods of analysis. In an analysis of change over survey waves, we
conclude a shared convergence in SFR across older and younger age groups, albeit at substantially
different starting points. In contrast, we only observe convergence among the youngest cohorts when
examining changes across birth cohorts. Interestingly, when examining results by cohort, we observe
educational gaps of roughly the same magnitude among the few cohorts where these age groups
overlap (1950–1960). In contrast, results in the right panel suggest a uniformly larger education gap
among older individuals.

4.4. Comparison of Multilevel Models

We end analyses by assessing the predicted education gap in SFR when modeling changes across
birth cohorts and changes across years. Results are presented in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows
the predicted levels of SFR by education category, by welfare regime, following cross-classified and
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three-level regression models. Figure 8 shows the predicted difference in SFR by educational attainment
across cohorts (left column) and years (right column).Societies 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  18 of 24 
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Figure 7. Predicted SFR from cross-classified and three-level mixed effects regression models. Note:
Red line is higher education, black line is lower education. Cohort models interact a categorical version
of birth cohort with education. Year models interact a squared version of year and education variables.
Same results are found if a squared version of cohort is used instead in the left column.
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Figure 8. Education gap from cross-classified and three-level mixed effects regression model. Notes:
Lines indicate the difference in SFR between educational attainment levels. Shaded areas indicate 95%
confidence intervals. Modeling decisions and conclusions from sensitivity analyses are the same as
those described in the notes of Figure 7.

From the many patterns that are notable in Figures 7 and 8, we highlight one main conclusion.
Aside from East Asian countries, standard three-level models suggest the presence of a consistent and
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statistically significant gap in SFR between more and less educated respondents. Across all regimes,
higher educated respondents have lower SFR than less educated respondents. While there is some
movement in some regimes in the magnitude of the difference, the overarching story is one of a constant
and constantly detectable education gap. In Liberal and Mediterranean countries, this gap appears to
have expanded in recent years. These results strongly support the argument that education represents
a difference in self-interested material standing. However, a focus on cohort change reveals starkly
different conclusions. Perhaps most importantly, we largely observe a convergence of SFR between
education groups in younger cohorts in all regimes except for the Conservative regime. In Liberal,
Social Democratic, Mediterranean, Central/South American, and East Asian countries, an education
gap in SFR is not the constant suggested in the three level models, but rather due to a temporary large
gap among middle birth cohorts in our sample. We find the convergence of these trends interesting
because they largely occur during an era where higher education tends to associate with a greater
likelihood of connection to the high payoffs of high inequality regimes. Thus, cohort analyses yield
support for the second mechanism of education, that of value transmission and socialization.

5. Discussion

Where, and when, do attitudes towards inequality change? The answer to this question reveals
changing value systems in publics, is potentially consequential for policy change, and highlights an
important cultural dimension of the contemporary upswing of economic inequality experienced in
many high-income countries.

Our results highlight the utility of examining support for redistribution (SFR) change across
birth cohorts. The choice of assessing change across years or change across birth cohorts frequently
yields contradicting conclusions. Indeed, we occasionally observe substantially declining SFR among
countries with seemingly stable levels from one year to the next, and we draw substantially different
conclusions about the temporal nature of educational differences in SFR.

Our findings can be summarized by four main points. First, examination of country-specific trends
reveals that a focus on intercohort or yearly change results in contradictory conclusions about changing
SFR in a population, sometimes. Some countries, like the United Kingdom, Spain, New Zealand, and
Ireland, have similar SFR trends whether one focuses on intercohort change or year-to-year change.
Others, like the United States, Sweden, The Netherlands, and Finland, result in substantially different
conclusions. These findings highlight the importance of the researcher’s decision in how SFR change
should be measured. Significant changes in a country’s value system might be masked when focusing
on an aggregate population, with SFR change across generations masked by concurrent population
changes in the age distribution, for example. This is not an argument against the assessment of SFR
across years. Rather, it highlights the need to be explicit in how one conceptualizes attitudinal change,
and to understand the potential tradeoffs of one choice over another.

Second, we find that the assessment of SFR as structured by welfare regimes can be somewhat
useful. However, we are skeptical that historical legacies of social welfare policies, political
victories, and institutional configurations “lock in” public values towards state redistribution. Indeed,
we routinely find greater change across cohorts and across years within countries than we find across
typical levels of SFR across regimes. Put differently, the typical values held by Swedes among older and
younger birth cohorts tend to be more different than the typical values held by Social Democratic and
Liberal individuals. Of course, regime variation can help reveal heterogeneity in SFR, as we showed
in our assessment of educational cleavages. However, we conclude that regime differences, as they
relate to SFR, are best understood as descriptive tools, and great care must be made to understand the
variation of values occurring within these regimes.

Third, we draw substantively different conclusions in the relationship between education and
SFR depending on whether we focus on year-to-year or intercohort changes. When focusing on
year changes, we observe a constant cleavage in SFR across educational categories co-occurring
with a broadly shared rise in SFR. When we focus on birth cohorts, we observe the disappearance
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of the education-based gap among younger cohorts. When assessing these changes across welfare
regimes, we observe a few critical caveats to these general trends. The education cleavage remains in
Conservative regimes. The education cleavage disappears due to rapidly growing SFR among more
educated individuals in Liberal and East European regimes, and the education cleavage disappears due
to rapidly falling SFR among less educated individuals in Nordic regimes. Tentatively, we conclude
that more educated individuals exposed to greater inequality in Liberal and East European regimes
potentially have more tolerant views regarding the complexity and consequences of inequality
growth, leading to greater desire for state redistribution, in spite of the potential immediate economic
consequences they face.

We believe this conclusion is particularly consequential for future SFR research. Particularly,
we are able to draw different conclusions about the mechanisms linking educational attainment and
SFR based on whether we take a focus on year-to-year or cohort-to-cohort changes. When we estimate
standard three-level regression models and examine educational gaps in SFR across years, we observe
a durable gap between those with and without a tertiary degree. Such a finding provides support for
a reading of individuals weighting the costs and benefits of redistribution differently based on their
likely economic standing. Yet the intercohort analyses reveal a convergence of educational attitudes
during a time of divergent economic fortunes across individuals with and without a tertiary degree.
We believe that these results strongly support the argument that educational attainment provides
socialization into tolerant and equitable value systems and potentially provides individuals with the
conceptual skills to understand the full stakes of the contemporary rise of inequality. These arguments
need testing in future research. Yet they highlight a critical point of this manuscript: future scholarship
on cross-national attitudes needs to take special care in how change is to be measured, as different
choices can result in different supported mechanisms.

Fourth, our results highlight potential challenges faced by proponents of egalitarian politics in
Nordic countries. When we examine SFR across years we observe stable and slightly rising SFR in this
regime. However, these year-to-year trends mask plummeting support among younger populations,
particularly less educated individuals. These findings might be interpreted in two ways. First, younger
generations in Nordic countries might be growing in antagonism against the broad system of welfare
protection. This might be motivated by such factors as migration and the growing national and ethnic
diversity in these countries [9]. Alternatively, these changing responses might reflect the inadequacy of
traditional SFR questions to measure inequality attitudes in highly interventionist and low inequality
states. Perhaps younger generations in Nordic countries would have extremely high levels of SFR were
they to live in the high inequality Liberal regime. Their responses might be primed by a satisfaction of
the current level of state policies and decommodifying insurance programs. Experimental vignette
surveys conducted cross-nationally, like those done by Aaroe and Petersen [62], are needed to better
understand the meaning of public opinion questions across different country contexts.

Our research addressed an important gap in the literature on cross-national inequality attitudes:
a dearth of research on intercohort changes. We have addressed this gap by both showing the utility
of considering SFR in a birth cohort context, and by providing descriptive knowledge of intercohort
changes in SFR across several individual and country social groupings. Future work that merges
multilevel (e.g., [8,10]) or macrolevel (e.g., [3,5]) regression analyses applied specifically to intercohort
SFR change is needed.

One potentially useful multilevel analysis would be an analysis of intercohort SFR in relation to
inequality change and typical inequality levels. Our results are suggestive that inequality growth might
be important in understanding why some younger cohorts are more supportive of state redistribution,
but that these changes might be restricted to state contexts with already high levels of inequality
(e.g., [10]). Alternatively, future research on changes in migration and racial/ethnic diversity likely
helps to explain variation in cohort SFR (e.g., [8,9]). Multilevel regression analyses focusing on
intercohort variation would likely benefit by taking these country-level factors into account.
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What might explain the regime-based variation in educational cleavages? Although it is beyond
the scope of the current research to formally test this question, we below offer possible explanations.
First, a cohort-based design introduces the ability to test changes in SFR across major political shocks.
For example, differences might emerge among cohorts born after the Second World War, and among
cohorts before and after the integration of former Soviet Union states into the global capitalist economy.
Similarly, cohorts might change in their views of the state when they are born into turbulent economic
times. Countries have experienced shared and distinct financial shocks, including the global financial
crisis beginning in 2008, the Swedish banking rescue in the early 1990s, and the Asian financial crisis
in the late 1990s. Our cohort design can be used to test changes in SFR before and after these crises.
Additionally, the number of college degree holders has expanded rapidly across this sample of birth
cohorts. We might find that the education cleavage changes simply through a greater proportion of
the population holding a college degree. The variation across countries in terms of college attainment
levels and trajectories allows for this test.

In total, our research reveals the benefits of assessing SFR in an intercohort framework.
Conclusions about the relative change, or lack thereof, of views towards state redistribution depend on
how one conceptualizes change. Economic inequality, and state responses to inequality, are likely to
continue to be a central social issue in high income countries, and our research points to an important
and frequently overlooked dimension on how to understand how public value systems towards these
important social issues have evolved in the inequality era.
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